
designed for organizations who need to track, manage and 
maintain radio communications and complex assets   
Manage every aspect of your mission-critical operations with one powerful, user-friendly 
solution. Developed by Mcmtech, a leader in mission-critical asset management software, 
this solution is purpose-built for the communications industry.  Built-in work order and 
inventory applications let you fulfill service requests while linking the history, including 
labor and material costs, directly to asset records. 

                      helps you:

asset management software with an integrated 
work order system

Built on Mcmtech’s Motiondeck software platform, 
Commshop includes the following applications:  

Commshop is our flagship communications-centric asset management 
software solution that includes a robust service management system. For our 
entry-level solution focused on communications asset management.

agencies 
organizes records for 
multiple departments 
and locations in one place

assets
maintains detailed 
records for serialized 
and capitalized assets 

sites
stores key information 
in a detailed profile for 
each site

id mgmt
controls how radio system 
IDs are assigned

dashboards
visually displays and 
monitors the metrics 
that matter to you most
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alerts
notifies you of activity, 
changes, and upcoming 
due dates

work orders
creates work orders that 
track labor and material 
costs, linking to all relevant 
records

inventory
monitors your stock of 
parts and supplies, 
including location, 
utilization, availability, 
and cost

purchase orders
issues orders to buy 
parts and supplies 
and fulfills orders to 
replenish inventories

- save time and money by becoming more efficient, accurate, and accountable  
- know where your equipment and inventory is and who it’s assigned to
- incorporate unique configuration details into each asset record by category
- manage radio ID assignment so that IDs aren’t duplicated or out-of-range
- automate business processes and react more quickly with email and on-screen alerts
- automatically capture detailed history for each asset
- reduce risk of equipment and inventory loss
- quickly create work orders for repair and maintenance
- easily update asset records while fulfilling service requests 
- reduce downtime by keeping your equipment maintained and in service 
- track historical cost of maintenance and repair for each individual asset 
- be prepared for annual audits 
- accurately budget for operational expenses based on actual data and metrics
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